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New York City, NY: Michael Mathiesen, also known as "The One Of Hearts," is a

remarkable individual whose mission is to bring love, harmony, and unity to the

world through his art, poetry, and activism. With a passion for social change and a

voice that resonates with empathy, Mathiesen has captured the hearts of

countless individuals worldwide.

Unveiling the Man Behind "The One Of Hearts"

Born and raised in the bustling city of New York, Mathiesen's upbringing played a

significant role in shaping his worldview. The diversity and energy of the city

instilled in him a deep appreciation for different cultures and a sense of

interconnectedness between all human beings.
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Throughout his early years, Mathiesen embarked on a poetic journey, capturing

the essence of the world around him through his heartfelt verses. With an innate

desire to create positive change, he recognized the power of words in uniting and

inspiring people.
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Mathiesen's work covers a wide range of topics, from love and spirituality to social

justice and environmental issues. Through his writings, he aims to awaken

individuals to the beauty of the world, promoting compassion, empathy, and a

sense of responsibility towards one another and the planet.

A Beacon of Love and Unity

The title "The One Of Hearts" speaks volumes about Mathiesen's overarching

message. He believes that each individual possesses the power to make a

difference, to be a beacon of love and unity in a world often filled with division and

discord.

Mathiesen's journey has taken him around the globe, sharing his poetry and

engaging with communities from all walks of life. Through his readings and

workshops, he encourages participants to recognize their unique gifts and tap into

their inner sense of interconnectedness.

One of Mathiesen's most impactful initiatives is his "Love and Unity" movement,

which aims to foster inclusion, understanding, and harmony among diverse

groups. Through this movement, he organizes events, gatherings, and online

platforms that allow individuals to connect and engage in meaningful

conversations about the importance of love and unity in our lives.

The Language of Poetry



Mathiesen firmly believes in the transformative power of poetry. He recognizes its

ability to evoke emotions, bridge cultural divides, and inspire change. His poems

serve as a catalyst for introspection, encouraging readers to embrace their

humanity and find common ground.

Whether it's through traditional written poetry, spoken word performances, or

multimedia collaborations, Mathiesen harnesses the language of poetry to create
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an emotional connection with his audience. His words act as a soothing balm for

those seeking inspiration and hope in an often chaotic world.

The Call to Action – Spreading Love and Unity

Mathiesen's mission is not limited to the confines of his poetry. He firmly believes

in the power of action and encourages others to embark on their own journeys

towards spreading love and unity.

Through his workshops and seminars, Mathiesen provides individuals with tools

and strategies to cultivate empathy, strengthen relationships, and build more

inclusive communities. He emphasizes the importance of active listening,

understanding different perspectives, and working together towards common

goals.

Mathiesen's message of love and unity extends beyond individuals to institutions

and governments. He actively engages in advocacy work, striving to bring about

systemic change that promotes equality, justice, and environmental sustainability.

Embracing the One Of Hearts Movement
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The influence of "The One Of Hearts" continues to grow, as more individuals are

inspired to embrace love and unity in their own lives.

Mathiesen encourages everyone to become part of the "One Of Hearts"

community, a global network of individuals committed to spreading love,

kindness, and empathy in their daily interactions. This community offers support,

guidance, and a platform for individuals to share their experiences and initiatives.

To join the movement, simply visit www.oneofhearts.com and explore the myriad

of resources, events, and opportunities available.

Michael Mathiesen, known as "The One Of Hearts," serves as a shining example

of the transformative power of love and unity. Through his poetry, activism, and

immersive workshops, he inspires individuals to embrace their

interconnectedness and become catalysts for positive change in the world.

As Mathiesen continues to tour the globe, his message resonates with people

from all walks of life, reminding us that love and unity can overcome any

boundaries or divisions society may impose. By joining forces and embodying the

principles of "The One Of Hearts," we can create a world that fosters compassion,

understanding, and true harmony.

Together, let's join hands and be the change the world needs – one heart at a

time.
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Several years ago, I was highly entertained watching an episode of the Jerry

Seinfeld TV sitcom. You know the one about the Bizarro Universe? It's the one

where everyone in Jerry's circle of friends suddenly took on the opposite of their

regular personalities. Kramer was no longer brainless and cuckoo. He was erudite

and suave. Jerry was no longer debonair and sexy. He became more like Kramer.

George, normally neurotic and anxious became learned, logical and highly

personable. Elaine, instead of the steady, confident, amusing one in the group

became haggard and silly and scary.

After that show aired, I think everyone in the world started to see similar things

going on in their world that mirrored the way that events flipped themselves and

people reversed themselves in this first to the 'Bizarro Universe'. It's become kind

of a standard way of explaining things that don't make sense in our lives.

But, more recently, I was playing cards with a bunch of friends and noticed, for the

first time that the packs of cards we were all fresh and new all had the '1's

missing. There was no '1' of spades, no '1' of clubs, no '1' of Diamonds and no '1'

of hearts. There were no '1's. The actual full decks of all the playing cards in this
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universe don't contain any '1's, and instead range from '2' to '10' and then there

are the royals, and 'Aces' holding more value than the rest.

I asked everyone at the table why there were no '1's in any of our decks and the

answers were as goofy as they were varied. No one knew, really, so as soon as I

got home, I googled it.

For some crazy reason that hasn't been rectified in two hundred years of card-

playing, some lesser-known Queen in Europe somewhere declared a law that

playing cards would be taxed and taxed so heavily, that people took the '1's out in

protest and this became the norm for all future card decks. Something like that.

It's vague. I could make no sense out of it. There's also something about stamps

in this non-sensical explanation.

Whatever, the reason, certainly someone after two hundred years of paying these

outrageous 'Card Taxes' would change the rules so that the '1's could be

recognized and put back in. But no one did because no one really noticed the

difference. Think about that? In a rational universe, not this Bizarro one, this kind

of blatant mistake would never happen in the first place, but if it did, it would have

been rectified immediately.
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